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The ‘Night’ Holocaust Project 

Presents 

THE ‘NIGHT’ HOLOCAUST CONCERT 

At the Hanover Congress Centrum (HCC) Hanover, 

Germany Monday, January 27th, 2020 – 7 pm  

• The ‘Night’ Holocaust memoir by Elie Wiesel [1928-2016]

• Performed in German by Sabastian Koch

• Music by Leib Glantz [1898-1964]

• Leib Glantz’s Liturgical Compositions 

recomposed and orchestrated by Maestro Joseph Ness

• Artistic Director – Maestro Arkadi Feldman

• International recording artist - Tenor Daniel Mutlu, NYC

• International recording artist Soprano - Helena Goldt, Berlin

• Cantor Benjamin Maissner, Toronto

• The Kaliningrad Symphony Orchestra, Russia

• The State Choir Vilnius – Conductor - Artūras Dambrauskas, Vilnius
• The Moscow Jewish Male Capella – Conductor Alexander Tsaliuk

• North German Synagogal Choir

• Hanover Synagogal Choir

• Choir of the Jewish Community in Hanover 

In addition, individual members from the following choirs or vocal ensembles participate:

• Young vocal ensemble Hanover

• Collegium Vocale Hanover

• Capella St. Crucis

• Bach Choir Hanover

• Extra Choir of the Hanover State

‘Night’ memoir’ translation (French to English) – Marion Wiesel

‘Night’ excerpts translations (German) – Prof. Reinhold Boschki and Ilse Marks-Düsterhöft

‘Night’ excerpts translations (Russian) – Youriy Tkachov

Special arrangement of Leib Glantz’s composition ‘Birkat Kohanim’ by Raymond Goldstein
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This ‘Night’ event in Hanover  

is presented under the patronage  

of  the President of the Hanover Region  

Mr. Hauke Jagau.  

   

THE ‘NIGHT’ HOLOCAUST CONCERT

Last year, when I attended the world premiere of “The Night Holocaust 

Concert“ in Kaliningrad‘s Königsberg Cathedral, I became a witness of 

an event, which impressed me deeply through the combination of music and spoken word. This 

artistic staging is able to create an intensity, which can make us stunned with its emotional force 

and change us. And it can give strength, comfort and hope.  I am very glad, that it succeeded that 

the Region of Hanover together with its cooperation partners managed to bring this extraordinary  

production to Hanover. Therefore I would like to thank eveyone involved: the state capital  

Hanover, the Villa Seligmann and the Association for International Understanding and  

Tolerance, the Jewish communities, the Protestant and Catholic Church, with all artists and 

the many people who mastered the organization and implementation of this cultural event.

75 years after the liberation from Auschwitz, there are only a few people who can report to us. 

But the horrors of the Holocaust do not die with the survivors. They live on in us as a cons-

tant warning. They warn us not to forget, what man is capable of, challenge us, to vigilantly  

recognize the beginnings of exclusion, racism and anti-Semitism and to take decisive action 

when enemies of democracy conjure up the German nation and try to devalue everything  

foreign.

The breaking of taboos and shifts in consensus have already started. We cannot ignore this 

gradual development. 

As Elie Wiesel once said: 

“The opposite of love is not hate, but indifference. 

The opposite of belief is not arrogance, but indifference. 

The opposite of hope is not despair, it is indifference. Indifference is not the beginning of one 

process, it is the end of a process.” 

Therefore, the confrontation with national socialism and the Holocaust will remain a permanent 

task, even if, in view of its unprecedented inhumanity, it is actually unbearable. 

We can only try to accompany the victims one last time with a worthy memory. In their stories, 

songs, texts and in the memory of them. 

Hauke Jagau
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 Organizers are 

 

The Ahlem memorial – Region of Hanover – 

The Villa Seligmann – House for Jewish Music – 

 The Association for “International Understanding and Tolerance e.V.”  

Funds to support the ‘Night’ Project were contributed by the Foreign Ministry of Germany, 

thanks to former Vice-President of the German Bundestag Madam Edelgard Bulmahn, and 

President Frank-Walter Steinmeier. 

Our sincere thanks to: 

Madam Rita Herrmann and Mr. Friedemann Nitschke of The Association for International 

Friendship and Tolerance for their generous support.  

Prof. Alan Berger – Chairman of the 46-member International Advisory Board of the ‘Night’ 

Holocaust Project for their enthusiastic support.  

The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington DC for their cooperation in 

supplying video and photography for the visual presentation.  

Dr. Andre Perry for his High-Definition Audio Recording of Leib Glantz’s music  – ‘The Man Who 
Spoke To God.’  

Prof. Michael Zagar – Head of the Grammy Award Group at Florida Atlantic University

Executive Producer – Dr. Jerry Glantz – Boca Raton, Florida 

Executive Producer – Dipl.-Ing. Matthias Düsterhöft – Hanover 

Executive Producer – Dr. Katty W. Cohen – Boca Raton, Florida
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The ‘Night’ Holocaust Project represents an endeavor to amplify the monumental memoir  

of the late Nobel Peace Prize Laureate Elie Wiesel (1928-2016) - a fifteen-year-old survivor  
of the Auschwitz death camps - with the amazing music of Leib Glantz (1898-1964) –  

considered worldwide as one of the greatest cantors and composers of Jewish music.  This  

Holocaust event will be performed in dozens of countries around the world to commemorate  

the genocidal atrocities committed by human beings in many areas of the world throughout  

human history.  

The ‘Night’ Holocaust event is intended to bring forth a message:  

“A STAND AGAINST HATE!!! 

We must put a stop to the Hate that is simmering around us – because it can 

only lead to further genocides!” 

The concert is a tribute to Elie Wiesel and Leib Glantz. 

The concert coincides with the 75th anniversary of the liberation of  

the Auschwitz death camp in 1945. 
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The music for this event is performed by major symphony orchestras accompanied 

by international choir assemblies and world-famous soloists. Leib Glantz’s music was  

recomposed and orchestrated by the renowned American composer Joseph Ness.  

In this concert – Russian Artistic Director Maestro Arkadi Feldman will conduct the Kalinin-

grad Symphony Orchestra and six choirs from three countries. Three international vocalists will  

perform as well.  

Excerpts from the memoir ‘Night’ by Elie Wiesel in these concerts are narrated in the local  

language of the country of each performance by leading actors and vocalists. In Hanover,  

Sebastian Koch will perform ’Night’ in German.  

In addition, the audience will benefit from a video presentation enhancing the experience and 
adding translated subtitles to enable clear understanding of the lyrics.
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Elie Wiesel  

Biography 

Born September 30, 1928, Elie Wiesel led a life representative of many Jewish children.  

Growing up in Sighet, a small village in Romania, his world revolved around family, religious 

study, community and God. 

Yet his family, community, and his innocent faith were destroyed upon the deportation of his 

village in 1944.  

Arguably the most powerful and renowned passage in Holocaust literature, his first book,  
‘Night’, a memoir of a 15-year-old death-camp survivor, records the inclusive experience of  

the Jews.  

Elie Wiesel had since dedicated his life to ensuring that none of us forget what happened  

to the Jews. He survived the death camps of Auschwitz, Buna, Buchenwald and Gleiwitz.  

Wiesel published sixty books and earned the 1986 Nobel Peace Prize.  

Always maintaining his dedicated belief that although all the victims of the Holocaust  

were not Jewish, all Jews were victims of the Holocaust. Wiesel campaigned for the victims  

of oppression in many regions of the world, and the victims of genocide in many countries.  

He remained a strong defender of Human Rights throughout his lifetime. Elie Wiesel  

passed away in New York on July 2, 2016, at age 87.
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‘NIGHT’ – THE STORY 

‘Night’ is narrated by Eliezer, a Jewish teenager who, when 

the memoir begins, lives in his hometown of Sighet, in  

Hungarian Transylvania. Eliezer studies the Torah (the first  

five books of the Old Testament) and the Kabbalah (a doctrine of  

Jewish mysticism). His instruction is cut short, however, when his  

teacher, Moshe the Beadle is deported. In a few months, Moshe 

returns, telling a horrifying tale: the Gestapo (the German secret 

police force) took charge of his train, led everyone into the woods, 

and systematically butchered them. Nobody believes Moshe,  

who is taken for a lunatic. 

In the spring of 1944, the Nazis occupy Hungary. Not long afterward, a series of  

increasingly repressive measures are passed, and the Jews of Eliezer’s town are 

forced into small ghettos within Sighet. Soon they are herded onto cattle cars, and a  

nightmarish journey ensues. After days and nights crammed into the car, exhausted and near 

starvation, the surviving passengers arrive at Birkenau, the gateway to Auschwitz. 

Upon his arrival, Eliezer and his father are separated from his mother and sisters, whom  

they never see again – sent to die in the gas chambers. In the first of many “selections”  

that Eliezer describes in this memoir, the Jews are evaluated to determine whether they should 

be killed immediately or put to work. Eliezer and his father seem to pass the evaluation, but  

before they are brought to the prisoners’ barracks, they stumble upon the open-pit furnaces 

where the Nazis are burning babies by the truckload. 

The Jewish arrivals are stripped, shaved, disinfected, and treated with almost unimaginable 

cruelty. Eventually, their captors march them from Birkenau to the main camp, Auschwitz. They 

eventually arrive in Buna, a work camp, where Eliezer is put to work in an electrical-fittings fac-
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tory. Under slave-labor conditions, severely malnourished and decimated by the frequent 

“selections,” the Jews take solace in caring for each other. In the camp, the Jews are  

subject to beatings and repeated humiliations. 

A vicious foreman forces Eliezer to give him his gold tooth, which is pried out of his mouth with 

a rusty spoon. 

The prisoners are forced to watch the hanging of fellow prisoners in the camp courtyard. 

On one occasion, the Gestapo even hangs a small child who had been associated with 

some rebels within Buna. Because of the horrific conditions in the camps and the ever- 

present danger of death, many of the prisoners themselves begin to slide into cruelty,  

concerned only with personal survival. Sons begin to abandon and abuse their fathers.  

Eliezer himself begins to lose his humanity and his faith, both in God and in the people  

around him. 

After months in the camp, Eliezer undergoes an operation for a foot injury. While he is in  

the infirmary, however, the Nazis decide to evacuate the camp because the Russians are  

advancing and are on the verge of liberating Buna. In the middle of a snowstorm, the  

prisoners begin a death march: they are forced to run for more than fifty miles to the Gleiwitz  

concentration camp. Many die of exposure to the harsh weather and exhaustion. At Gleiwitz,  

the prisoners are herded into cattle cars once again. 

They begin another deadly journey: one hundred Jews board the car, but only twelve remain 

alive when the train reaches the concentration camp Buchenwald. 

Throughout the ordeal, Eliezer and his father help each other to survive by means of mutual 

support and concern. In Buchenwald, however, Eliezer’s father dies of dysentery and physical 

abuse. Eliezer survived, an empty shell of a man until April 11, 1945, the day that the American 

army liberated the camp.
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Leib Glantz 

Biography 

The words seemed destined to rise like angels into the heavens. To listen to Leib Glantz  

was likewitnessing a man speaking to God. He had a voice that sang like no other voice.  

The quality of his musical education, his penetrating knowledge of the Hebrew language, 

his deep philosophical religiosity and his amazing voice enabled Leib Glantz to create  

musical interpretations of the prayers that brought new light and meaning to every word.

Leib Glantz was the greatest cantor of the Golden Age of cantorial art – Jewish Liturgical  

music. He was born in Kiev in 1898. Leibele, as he was fondly nicknamed, was eight years  

old when he made his first singing appearance. Word spread swiftly about the child prodigy,  
and invitations flowed in from all over Europe.

Glantz studied piano at the music school of the distinguished Ukrainian pianist and  

composer, Nikolai Tutkovski, and graduated composition at the Kiev Music Conservatory  

under the famous Soviet composer Reinhold Gliere.

In July 1926 he left Eastern Europe for the United States. In America Glantz continued  

to develop his musical education, studying with professor Aspinol, the vocal teacher of  

opera singers Enrico Caruso and Benjamino Gigli. His lyric tenor possessed amazing vocal 

capabilities.

Glantz, his wife Miriam and his two children immigrated to Israel in 1954.

In total, Leib Glantz composed 216 compositions of Cantorial, Chassidic and Israeli music.  

In addition to his cantorial career, he appeared in leading tenor roles in operas and  

classical music. Leib Glantz passed away in January 1964, while appearing on stage  

before a large audience in Tel Aviv, Israel.
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Joseph Ness

Biography 

The Leib Glantz music in this event was transformed by composer Joseph Ness from the  

Liturgical Music Genre into the Classical Music genre.

Joseph Ness is composer, orchestrator, and arranger of hundreds of musical compositions 

spanning both the liturgical and concert genres.

He holds a master’s degree in music & Composition from Manhattan School of Music, NY,  

and a master’s degree in Sacred Music from the College of Jewish Music of the Jewish  

Theological Seminary, NY.

Throughout his illustrious career he has been commissioned by famous orchestras and  

ensembles to orchestrate a variety of classical music concerts.

As conductor, Ness has led choral-orchestral masterpieces such as “The German Requiem” 

(Brahms), “The Symphony of Psalms” (Stravinsky), “Choral Fantasy” (Beethoven), and  

“Elijah” (Mendelssohn), in addition to a wide variety of orchestral and chamber instrumental 

music.

As composer, Joseph Ness has composed “Jacob’s Ladder,” “The Akedah” (2005), and  

“Sarah and Hagar” (premiered at the University of Hartford in 2006).

Joseph Ness has also officiated as the chief cantor at Beth El Temple in West Hartford,  
Connecticut, for the last 29 years. The orchestra and choir under his direction have  

gained national recognition.
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Sebastian Koch

Biography 

Sebastian Koch is one of the most internationally sought-after German actors of his generation.

After stage engagements in Berlin, Bochum and Darmstadt, he succeeded what no actor has 

achieved for more than 30 years: in 2002 he was twice awarded the Grimme Prize.

His international breakthrough came with the Oscar-winning film “The Lives of Others/  
Das Leben der Anderen” (2006; director: F. Henckel v. Donnersmarck). Koch was awarded  

for his role as Georg Dreyman with the Globo d‘oro , the Quadriga and the Bambi .

He has appeared in numerous national and International Film Productions, including, among 

other in Paul Verhoevens “Black Book” (2006), Steven Spielbergs “Bridge of Spies”, Tom  

Hoopers “The Danish Girl” (beide 2015) or Paul Weitz “Bel Canto” (2017). In addition, he is  

part of the 5th and 6th seasons of the American series “Homeland.”

His current film “Werk ohne Autor” (director: F. Henckel von Donnersmarck) received  
great international attention after its premiere at the Venice International Film Festival in 

autumn 2018. Since July 2019 he is a member of the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts 

and Sciences (AMPAS). In addition to his acting work, he inspires the audience with his  

symphonic-scenic readings at regular intervals: For example, “The Kreutzer Sonata”  

after L. Tolstoy, which he dramaturgically edited and conceived the production as a stage  

play with piano and violin.

“It terrifies me how in the last five years a jargon has become socially acceptable, that we  
know from the 30s of the last century. To prevent this, we must oppose these tendencies with 

all our strength. Elie Wiesel‘s living words are an opportunity to communicate to the young  

generation what unthinkable terrible consequences this can have. The brutalization of  

language is a beginning. We elders know where it led to.This shall never happen again.”
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Maestro Arkadi Feldman

Biography 

Arkady Feldman, Director and chief conductor of the Kaliningrad Symphony orchestra is an  

honored citizen of Kaliningrad.

He was born in 1947 in Ukraine. In 1966 he graduated from the Kaliningrad Music School. From 

1966 to 1974 he studied at the Saratov State Conservatory. From 1974 to 1986 he worked  

at the Novomoskovsk Music School and at the Novomoskovsk Drama Theatre as a composer  

and created a chamber orchestra in the city.

In 1987, Arkady Feldman created a Symphony Orchestra in Kaliningrad, which was a huge 

event in the culture of the city. He also made a great creative contribution to the creation and 

formation of the Kaliningrad Regional Musical Theater.

Arkady Feldman wrote a Symphony, trio, string quartets, works for choir, romances,  

children songs, a concert for piano and orchestra, a poem for cello and orchestra, preludes  

for piano, plays for the Russian Folk Orchestra, music for the performances of  

Novomoskovsk, Smolensk, Ivanovo, Pskov, Kaliningrad, and Olsztyn drama theaters.
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Cantor Daniel Mutlu

Biography 

Cantor Daniel Mutlu was born on September 25, 1979. He graduated from the New England 

Conservatory of Music in Boston.

Appearing with the Trinity Choir Wall Street, he received two glowing musical reviews from the 

New York Times for his solo performances as Jephte in composer Giacomo Carissimi’s oratorio 

‘Jephte’ and as tenor soloist in Handel’s ‘Messiah.’ He also appeared as soloist and chorister of 

the Grammy nominated album, ‘Israel in Egypt,’ featuring the Trinity Choir conducted by Julian 

Wachner.

His solo appearances with the Houston Symphony, the Houston Grand Opera, the Houston 

Bach Society, the Houston Chamber Choir and Ars Lyrica were critically acclaimed.

Daniel Mutlu’s brilliant tenor voice can be heard on the Naxos 8 disc set of The Complete Haydn 

Masses, and as tenor soloist with the Trinity Choir and Rebel Baroque Orchestra under the  

direction of Owen Burdick and Jane Glover.

He has sung with the Park East Synagogue choir under the direction of Azi Schwartz, Mordechai 

Sobol and Matthew Lazar at Sabbath services and concerts at Lincoln Center’s Alice Tully Hall, 

Avery Fisher Hall, and the Metropolitan Opera House.

In 2017, Cantor Mutlu was called to serve as senior cantor at the famous Central Synagogue in 

New York.
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Helena Goldt

Biography 

Helena Goldt is an internationally renowned Russian-German singer from Kazakhstan.

She earned her classical singing education in Augsburg and Nuremberg, Germany.

Since 2011 she resides as a freelance artist in Berlin.

In 2015 she appeared in the opera production “Moses and Aaron” by Arnold Schönberg at the 

Komische Opera in Berlin.

She performs regularly as a soloist with the Kaliningrad Symphony Orchestra and the Accordion

Ensemble “Accordion Concertino Band.“

Her repertoire ranges from the James Bond performance in the Radialsystem V Berlin to the 

twelve-tone opera in the Elbphilharmonie in Hamburg.
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Cantor Benjamin Maissner

Biography 

Israeli born Cantor and Music Director of Holy Blossom Temple in Toronto and Music Director of 

Lachan, Toronto’s Jewish Chamber Choir.

He is the nephew of Israel Alter (1901-1979), the last chief cantor in Hanover’s New Synagogue 

before its destruction in 1938 by the Nazis in the Kristallnacht.

The German Government honored Cantor Maissner with its Order of Merit for his dedication  

to restoring and preserving Jewish music around the world.
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Dr. Jerry Glantz

The initiator and director of the Project

Biography 

Dr. Jerry (Ezra) Glantz, son of Miriam and Leib Glantz, was born in Hollywood, California. 

His parents realized their Zionist dream by immigrating to the newly declared independent State 

of Israel in 1954. They settled in Tel Aviv.

 

He served as an officer in the IDF (Israel Defense Forces) and studied at Tel Aviv University 
towards a B.A. (Political Science and Economics), an MBA (Business Administration) and a 

Doctorate in Political Science.

 

After serving as an executive in Israel’s leading Bank Hapoaalim, Glantz founded and directed 

two major economic entities: Shani Tal – a high-tech medical equipment company (in Tel Aviv), 

and Agro Andro – an ultra-modern 12,000-acre agricultural farming project (in the Bahamas).

Jerry Glantz is the author of two books about Leib Glantz: ‘The Man Who Spoke to God’ (2008) 

and ‘The Leib Glantz Project’ (2013). 

He also produced several recordings of his father’s outstanding vocal endeavors.

 

Jerry Glantz represented the United States as an athlete in the 1976 Montreal Summer Olympic 

Games and was an accomplished aircraft pilot.

In 2017 he initiated the ‘Night’ Holocaust Project, merging the talents of two amazing  

individuals: the prose of Elie Wiesel, the Nobel Peace Prize Laureate, who survived as a  

15-year-old from the Auschwitz death camps, and the music of Leib Glantz, widely  

recognized as one of the greatest Jewish musical composers of all time, as well as an  

outstanding cantor and performing tenor vocalist. 
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LIST OF LEIB GLANTZ’S MUSICAL COMPOSITIONS

The ‘Night’ Concert - Hanover

  1.  Music (opening): Ashrei – Orchestra & Choir.

  2.  Music:  Le‘chu Ne‘ra‘ne‘na – Orchestra.

  3.  Music:  P‘ne Na – Leib Glantz recorded voice with Orchestra & choir.

  4.  Music : Al Tash‘li‘chei‘nu – Orchestra & Choir.

  5.  Music:  Acharei Moti – Helena Goldt with Orchestra & Moscow choir.

  6.  Music:  Ezkera Elokim – Leib Glantz recorded voice with Orchestra.

  7.  Music:  Tal – Orchestra.

  8.  Music:  Kol Adonai – Cantor Daniel Mutlu with Orchestra & Choir.

  9.  Music:  Ki Hinei Ka‘Chomer – Orchestra.

10.  Music:  Ahavti – Cantor Benjamin Maissner with Orchestra & Choir.

11.  Music:  Mach‘nisei Ra‘chamim – Orchestra & Choir.

12.  Music:  Haloch Ve‘Karata – Cantor Daniel Mutlu with Orchestra & Choir.

13.  Music:  Ana Be‘Choach – Cantor Benjamin Maissner w/Orchestra, Choir.
14.  Music:  Birkat Kohanim – Cantor Daniel Mutlu with Orchestra & choir.

15.  Music:  Nitshu Tzlalim –Helena Goldt with Orchestra.

16.  Music:  Be‘Tzeit Yisrael – Orchestra & Choir.

17.  Music:  Shma Yisrael – Cantor Daniel Mutlu & Leib Glantz recorded voice

   with Orchestra & Choir
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Landesverband der 

Jüdischen Gemeinden 

von Niedersachsen K.d.ö.R.

The 

‘Night’ 

Holocaust 

Project
A Stand Against Hate!

WE THANK EVERYONE WHO SUPPORTED US


